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Background: Trans-gender population is considered at high risk for HIV infection due to multiple factors. AHF Peru works with trans-female population since 2013, and since 2017, has implemented a "friendly" external consultant for Trans-female patients at Arzobispo Loayza National Hospital (HNAL), with a high impact in the attention of the HIV Trans-Female population.

Methods: A cross-sectional, retrospective and descriptive study, evaluates the impact of this intervention in the quality of the attention of the Trans female population in Peru.

The work was executed through II phases of implementation:
Phase I: Approach of the female trans population to the friendly service considering a trans female hostess, support with diagnosis and timely linkage to HIV positive through a trans linker, provision of hormones, ensuring a comprehensive health system to 100%.

Phase II: The trans-female population of Phase I, replicated the intervention and expanded the population by adding the approach to the system, HNAL assumed 100% of the cost of the hormonal treatment.

Results: Before the start of this project, only 06 Trans female person were attended in the HNAL in the period of one year.

Since the start of the implementation of consultant, there was an increase of around 3000% (182) in the number of patients. 87 (48%) were detected as reactive to HIV.

After 10 months of starting care at the "First Friendly Practice for Trans-Female People", the MoH made the purchase and delivery of hormones to the HNAL. Currently, the hormone treatment is guaranteed for free for all transwomen.

Conclusions: Adapting the offer of a differentiated and friendly practice for the trans-female population, identifying their needs and values their health priorities, generates confidence and approach of female Trans population to the health system.
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